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            Sannidhi Shetty            09:18 02 May 17

            
                
                Teaching Faculty is excellent would be always available to clear ones doubt in any ways. Apart from teaching one would experience the best way to put on hand the practicality of digital marketing through live examples. 
It has been great to be a part of this institution.

Cheers to DMTI..!!!
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            Saurabh Kudterkar            13:58 29 Apr 17

            
                
                Had a very good learning experience with this course. Course material was both thorough and engaging, and provided much of the exact sort of guidance that I had been looking for. Would definitely recommend.
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            Sachin Gorde            10:16 08 Apr 17

            
                
                Good place in Mumbai to learn Digital Marketing. The best part is about the classroom training that they provide which helps to clear doubts immediately while learning. Distinct modules covering entire topics are helpful to gain entry in the field of digital marketing.
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            Dimpal Gujarathi            12:09 01 Apr 17

            
                
                Good place in Mumbai to learn Digital Marketing. The best part is about the classroom training that they provide which helps to clear doubts immediately while learning. Distinct modules covering entire topics are helpful to gain entry in the field of digital marketing.
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            Rajiv Bhoweer            08:00 06 May 17

            
                
                It was a interactive session with personalized attention and practical sessions for better understanding. DMTI fast track course helped to gain knowledge in fast pace. All the best.
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            prachibishnoi            08:14 03 Jun 17

            
                
                Digital marketing fast track 12 day course is an excellent course for working people with no fixed schedules. Very informative and helpful.
 excellent faculty.
Thanks to the DMTI team
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            Anisha Chawla            08:12 03 Jun 17

            
                
                Thank you. the experience with digital marketing was very insightful and helped with a lot of new things that i wasn't familiar with. It was an overall great experience.
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            Sangeeta Kar            09:26 17 Jun 17

            
                
                Great experience of classroom study after years, with a well blend of practical and theoretical step by step learning. Excellent faculty support with clear explanation with relevant real life examples helped in understanding easily. Looking forward to use the learning to optimum.
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            Bhavna Sharma            09:24 17 Jun 17

            
                
                Digital marketing 12 days fastrack course is excellent. Good practical information. Very good learning experience and provided much of the exact sort of guidance that I had been looking for.
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            Ameeta Bubber            09:32 17 Jun 17

            
                
                Very good training institute with excellent/ experienced and helpful faculty. Entire syllabus was completed on time with study material been provided and referral videos. Highly recommended!!!!
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            Kunal Lalwani            08:25 15 Jul 17

            
                
                It has been an insightful experience with good practical exposure about Digital Marketing. The Faculties (Poonam Madam and Dipen Sir) were very much knowledgeable about the course content and professional in their overall approach.
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            Rushali Jain            08:33 15 Jul 17

            
                
                I have done a Digital Marketing Fasttrack batch from DMTI. This is the best institute for Digital Marketing. We enjoyed all our sessions though they were hectic. Amazing faculties. I got to know how to use Google adwords and social media advertising and much more. I would recommend people to join this course.
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            Rohan Vanmala            08:49 29 Jul 17

            
                
                Had a fabulous learning experience of Digital Marketing with Poonam Ma'am! Even though the module is a 2 week one, the teachers take detailed interest to ensure that students get a deeper insight into the various modules of digital marketing. My best wishes to Poonam Ma'am and her team.... highly recommended for all digital marketing enthusiasts!
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            Mitul Gogri            08:54 29 Jul 17

            
                
                This is my second course with Softpro, and it has completely met my expectations. The faculty is beyond amazing!! Totally recommended.
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            Rahul De Sousa            08:50 29 Jul 17

            
                
                The course taught was in depth, informative and with many practical case studies.  I attended the  2 week fast track batch and highly recommend it.
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            Nikitha Nambiar            08:49 29 Jul 17

            
                
                Learning was never fun but here it was fun. I had a fabulous time learning digital marketing with Poonam mam. Attending the class was worth it.
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            Saud Sayed            08:34 12 Aug 17

            
                
                I did my Digital Marketing Fast Track Course. Poonam Mam and Dipen Sir both were awesome. Along with the digital marketing course I got to know many hacks and tips about Online Business. Would suggest everyone to do this course.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Jidnyasa Koli]
        

                
            Jidnyasa Koli            09:24 02 Sep 17

            
                
                The best institute to learn digital marketing. The course provides in-depth knowledge about digital media and various other platforms used. Practical learning on live project. Fun learning digital marketing here.
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            priyanka biyani            10:13 25 Sep 17

            
                
                Training is precise, practical based and its learn by doing. Shared lot of examples and real case studies. I enjoyed my course and looking forward to update my learning through their teachings.
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            Deepika Singh            10:15 25 Sep 17

            
                
                I have taken Advance Digital Marketing Training from Dmti Softpro. Best Place to learn and understand about digital marketing. Supportive staffs, best teaching, good projects to work upon there, more practical training. Glad to be the part of Dmti Softpro
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            Calvin Cleetus            10:17 25 Sep 17

            
                
                Joined Digital Marketing Training Institute-Softpro For Fast track Batch In Sept -Excellent teaching from Poonam Mam..Explaining each and every topic properly..with good amount of practical work as well.Would Definitely Recommend Others as well !!
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            Ravikant Dubey            14:57 26 Oct 17

            
                
                Its been an excellent journey throughout the course faculty and other people are very professional and friendly approach too.
I have completed my digital marketing course and i  recommend to each  one of you who is searching for a good institute to get trained for digital marketing.
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            niranjan sathe            14:58 26 Oct 17

            
                
                its fun here to learn digital marketing......
#class room training + live account training + awesome trainer and in depth knowledge.
please join and explore new carrier option.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Isha Deshpande]
        

                
            Isha Deshpande            09:53 11 Nov 17

            
                
                This has been a wonderful experience learning at DMTI Softpro. The Faculty has been very cooperative and attentive and more than 80% was practical learning which gave us huge benefits and insights. Every person interested in Digital marketing field must learn here for better understanding.
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            Mateen Fakih            09:55 11 Nov 17

            
                
                a good digital training institute in Mumbai 
and have an best faculty to tech you and explain everything in detail, its my great pleasure to learn with softpro.
i would say if you are looking digital marketing course just go with softpro
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            Hardik Patil            08:08 25 Nov 17

            
                
                This has been an amazing experience and I am very glad that I choose this institute for learning Digital Marketing. Right from the faculty to all the other services we got were literally amazing. I'm proud to say that I took the best decision to enroll into this institute.
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            Kunal Upalekar            08:13 25 Nov 17

            
                
                Learning Digital marketing in DMTI was an eye opener,  faculty of digital marketing provided me with edifying insight into digital marketing field. The way I think of marketing now is entirely different than I used to. During course I came across many amazing people, who taught me many things as well. Thank you DMTI
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            sanjay jadhav            08:06 25 Nov 17

            
                
                Dear all its an amazing experience studying with DMTI Soft pro Institute  for Fast Track Courses her the Faculty  and the Staff are very Helpful and gives attention to each student I learnt Digital Marketing in this 12 days only and came to know in deep about it an now i will implement the same as career
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            Snehal Sawant            08:06 25 Nov 17

            
                
                Joined Digital Marketing Training Institute-Softpro For Fast track Batch In Nov 2017-Excellent teaching from Poonam Mam and Sachin Sir..Explained  each and every topic properly..with good amount of practical work as well.Would Definitely Recommend Others as well !!

Thank you for the support !!!!
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            Deepak chaudhary            12:44 27 Dec 17

            
                
                Recently i had completed my digital marketing course from dmti softpro.
The institute is nice and the course includes all modules of digital marketing. and the faculty is also nice specially [RAKESH SIR] he is very talented and experienced.
so overall i m totally satisfied.
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            Sanket Khaire            15:04 19 Jan 18

            
                
                Just completed my digital marketing course had a good experience with DMTI, good environment and Rakesh Sir has very good teaching skills with a friendly nature had an amazing time at DMTI and learned a lot from Rakesh Sir.
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            Francis Antony            10:02 20 Jan 18

            
                
                Excellent institute for learning digital marketing. They teach the course in-depth and they provide practical knowledge as committed more than that you are confident and ready to start your agency. Staffs there are kind and ready to help any time.
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            Krunali Faria            09:58 20 Jan 18

            
                
                Best Training Institute I have ever enrolled in. Amazing & Experienced Faculty. Ask the same question 100 times and it is answered very patiently.  An Ocean Of Knowledge.
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            Sunil Salvi            10:01 20 Jan 18

            
                
                It is very good institute. all the staff associated with Institute is very helpful. Teaching staff is excellent who share all the knowledge about the Digital Marketing. Worth investing time here to learn Digital Marketing.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Omkar Chintale]
        

                
            Omkar Chintale            10:04 20 Jan 18

            
                
                I have done Fast track Digital Marketing Courses Jan 2018-Excellent teaching from Mrs. Poonam Ma'am with Good and Motivated Stories which helps us to understand easily... !! Highly Recommended for those who are looking to make their careers into digital world.
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            Sudeep Naik            09:57 20 Jan 18

            
                
                Excellent coaching. Practical exposure.  Received detailed knowledge about digital marketing. I strongly recommend this institute for this course.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Caroline Mathias]
        

                
            Caroline Mathias            10:21 17 Feb 18

            
                
                Excellent Course! A lot of in-depth information and knowledge can be learnt from this course! Practicals made it a lot more understandable. A good way to understand the Digital Marketing World and to start something of your own. Highly Recommended!
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Lavish Lalwani]
        

                
            Lavish Lalwani            10:26 17 Feb 18

            
                
                The course was very helpful and very informative. Helped me in understanding the concepts of Digital Marketing. I would recommend others who are looking for Digital course to enrol and be a part. Would like to thank all the faculties.
Wishing Dmti Softpro all the Best..
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Shivangi Shukla]
        

                
            Shivangi Shukla            10:22 17 Feb 18

            
                
                very informative course with examples and practice. Very importantly each student is well equipped with the necessary tools used for each task done for digital marketing. Gives enough knowledge to be a digital marketing freelancer.
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            Vidhya Kumar            10:22 17 Feb 18

            
                
                This course has been very helpful in enhancing my skills. It has given a lot of practical knowledge. The staff and the teachers have been extremely helpful.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Yashoda Kulkarni]
        

                
            Yashoda Kulkarni            09:00 28 Apr 18

            
                
                Softpro is best institute to teach digital marketing. Worked on live projects.  Faculty  is very  good, knowledge. give attention to every students
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: rahul gupta]
        

                
            rahul gupta            12:22 23 Oct 18

            
                
                Excellent knowledge and friendly environment... N daily practical are a very good help for the students.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Vivek Kohli]
        

                
            Vivek Kohli            10:32 25 Aug 18

            
                
                25 modules at a great price. Good Faculties. Grab It.
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            UMESH SHARMA            18:43 30 Oct 18

            
                
                First of all thank you so much Softpro for your wonderful course and faculty.
Thanks poonam ma"am and Dipen sir for giving so much knowledge and skill of Digital marketing.
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            Kishan Kyada            12:16 27 Oct 18

            
                
                Teaching faculty is very good and so helping. If you planning to go for Digital marketing then probably join DMTI.
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            gaurav patil            12:20 27 Oct 18

            
                
                I am Gaurav Patil,  I have recently completed  a digital marketing course form DMTI Softpro. Best faculty with excellent  infrastructure & limited students in a single batch & also personal attention to every student.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Preksha Rudani]
        

                
            Preksha Rudani            11:52 30 Oct 18

            
                
                Nicely explained all concept. Excellent place to learn digital Marketing from.
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            Greeshma Nair            08:28 16 Dec 18

            
                
                very happy with the teaching and teachers they are friendly and amazing would recommend to all who are interested for digital marketing.
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            aditya mirani            10:41 19 Jan 19

            
                
                Having worked in traditional marketing and branding, I wanted to get better acquainted with digital marketing as I believed that this was an added component to marketing which i was not well versed with. 

I took the 12 day crash course where I completed the 25 module course. I have done other such courses, where though the classes were good, facilities such as the laptops provided were not upto par. At DMTI, the facilities were really good which made for a seamless experience.

Apart from the facilities, the teachers themselves come with decades of experience and invite students to stay in touch once the course is completed. They not only help with queries but also support us in finding employment and resources.
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            Riddhi Patel            10:41 19 Jan 19

            
                
                I joined 12 days fast track course ,must say very happy with the  teachers they are friendly and amazing would recommend to all who are interested for digital marketing.
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            Vidhi Shah            10:34 15 Jan 19

            
                
                Dmti Softpro has good teaching staff along with proper notes for students to revise. Overall a good exposure.
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            pragati kode            10:39 19 Jan 19

            
                
                A great course and great teaching by Dipen Sir and Poonam madam
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Sandeep Nair]
        

                
            Sandeep Nair            10:26 23 Mar 19

            
                
                Very good institute to learn digital marketing. Experienced faculties with in-depth industry specific knowledge.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Uzma Khan]
        

                
            Uzma Khan            10:22 23 Mar 19

            
                
                Great Experience.  Recommended!  Thanks to faculty (Poonam Mam, Dipen Sir, Siddika Mam, Sidhi Mam).

Hope to learn more from you in future.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Trusha Patel]
        

                
            Trusha Patel            10:24 23 Mar 19

            
                
                Very genuine and quality training by professionals and taught in-depth with greater simplicity.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Het Joshi]
        

                
            Het Joshi            05:25 07 Dec 20

            
                
                The session had a really good impact on me. Up until now, I never felt the need to reach out to people but now I do understand that it's really important to influence people. Thank you for this amazing knowledge provided.
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            Mahee Shah            05:22 07 Dec 20

            
                
                It was a great session. I had no idea about the importance of my bio or my profile on LinkedIn. But now after attending this seminar, I have changed my whole profile. Thank you so much. Looking forward to more such seminars.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Hoorain Ansari]
        

                
            Hoorain Ansari            11:32 21 Aug 20

            
                
                One of the best DIGITAL MARKETING INSTITUTE i have  come across..
DIPEN sir  you are the best mentor i am glad that  i am learning under your guidance.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Swayam Singhal]
        

                
            Swayam Singhal            05:58 07 Dec 20

            
                
                The session was very informative. The ideas and concepts were discussed with the practical examples. This is what makes this webinar outstanding and worth attending.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Siddharth Wadhwa]
        

                
            Siddharth Wadhwa            04:38 29 Mar 21

            
                
                Softpro is the best Digital marketing institute in Mumbai and the best institute to enhance your knowledge and skills in digital marketing. I have completed my digital marketing course in Softpro a year back and those teachings are still helping me a lot in the industry! I strongly recommend joining this institute if you are interested in taking a Digital marketing course in Mumbai.
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            Anmol Bhambri            10:27 07 Dec 20

            
                
                Wonderful teaching by dipen sir and poonam ma'am. The detailed experience will always be remembered by me
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Isha Dagliya]
        

                
            Isha Dagliya            05:17 07 Dec 20

            
                
                It was very informative and help me to learn alot. It also improvised my LinkedIn profile which even increases my visibility also.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: vijay kathervel]
        

                
            vijay kathervel            07:03 01 Feb 20

            
                
                Best in Mumbai for digital marketing courses staff is very friendly.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Tanvi Kargutkar]
        

                
            Tanvi Kargutkar            13:43 09 Nov 21

            
                
                DMTI SOFTPRO is the best Digital Marketing class one should learn from.
Our mentor Dipen sir and Poonam ma'am has immense and updated knowledge about the current updates in Digital Marketing. Sir and ma'am made sure that our concepts are clear and solved our doubts too. The course was 100% practical as we were given live projects to work on  which made me understand each and every aspect clearly.

Plus point is that we get 12 e-books and have access to various of it's content and lots of information and videos as well for lifetime.

I am glad that I was offered an internship for 6 months in which I worked on various projects and got an in depth knowledge about digital marketing and how it works.
I would highly recommend you guys to join Digital Marketing course from DMTI SOFTPRO.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Nair Radhe]
        

                
            Nair Radhe            03:43 04 Nov 21

            
                
                I love the way the Teachers always help in every possible way. It is very helpful for me to learn about marketing in this digital world. I was offered a Internship and I learnt a lot applying whatever I had learnt in the Course. Thank you Dmti Softpro for teaching me and giving me so much. Now I have got a job as well. I am very thankful for all you have done for me.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Deeya Soni]
        

                
            Deeya Soni            07:58 09 Nov 21

            
                
                I came across DMTI Softpro in the lockdown as I was keen on learning Digital Marketing. I enrolled for their Advanced Digital Marketing Course, and I really enjoyed it a lot. The course was very detailed and it was all practical based , we were given live projects to work on. After the course I was given an internship for 6 months in which I got to work on various projects. This course has helped me out in my own businesses as well. Dipen sir and Poonam ma’am are very helpful and so welcoming. It’s been a wonderful experience.
Would definitely recommend!!
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Atif Mulla]
        

                
            Atif Mulla            04:51 09 Jan 22

            
                
                This Institute is a diamond in the terrains of Mumbai. Poonam mam Grand expert of this realm is the legend of the legendares. Siddika jalali mam who is my mantor and trainer is the one who had made me PRO from a NOOB in Digital Marketing
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Sagar Jakhotia]
        

                
            Sagar Jakhotia            06:37 08 Apr 22

            
                
                I completed my Advanced Digital Marketing Diploma course from here, It was an amazing experience to be a part of DMTI. All the marketing terminologies were explained in such a way that it looked super easy. Also the faculty was quite professional towards explaination. Altogether it was a good experience with the classes
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Nihal Sakpal]
        

                
            Nihal Sakpal            12:24 25 Mar 22

            
                
                I completed my advance diploma in digital marketing course. It was a great experience and faculty was nice and got to learn new things. Highly recommend
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Apeksha Kamble]
        

                
            Apeksha Kamble            05:05 28 Mar 22

            
                
                I Completed my advanced diploma course in digital marketing at DMTI Softpro. Best institute for Digital Marketing.. Great experience.. The faculty is very nice and polite..
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Mohit Bohra]
        

                
            Mohit Bohra            12:27 28 Mar 22

            
                
                I have completed my advance digital marketing course at DMTI soft pro at dadar.
Amazing faculty!
Great learning experience made
Interactive sessions
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Abhishek Alimchandani]
        

                
            Abhishek Alimchandani            09:29 25 Mar 22

            
                
                Done with Advance Digital Marketing Diploma Course at DMTI Softpro. Was a great learning experience. The faculty was excellent got to learn  each and every strategy of digital marketing in very simple way.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Shruti Mahadik]
        

                
            Shruti Mahadik            13:14 13 Apr 22

            
                
                Best place to learn digital marketing... Provides in-depth knowledge. Faculties are very helpful and supportive. Helps to clear out all the doubts.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Aaryan Nikam 30]
        

                
            Aaryan Nikam 30            12:08 13 Apr 22

            
                
                I completed my advance diploma in digital marketing from DMTI. I had an amazing experience throughout my course. Faculty is very helpful and good. Learning made easy:)
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Aman Vemula]
        

                
            Aman Vemula            13:17 22 Apr 22

            
                
                I have completed my Digital Marketing Course from DMTI. I had an amazing experience throughout my course. Faculty is very helpful and good. Learning made very easy😍
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Chaitanya Kamble]
        

                
            Chaitanya Kamble            10:04 06 May 22

            
                
                Best Institute For Digital Marketing...Great Experience.
The Faculty Is Very Good To Learn A Lots Of Stuff.
Overall Friendly Atmosphere Here Lots Of Creatives Work to Learn on This institute. Professional Staff With Excellent Teaching.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Priyanka Walke]
        

                
            Priyanka Walke            10:40 13 May 22

            
                
                The experience with DMTI was great. I learned many new things in Digital Marketing Course. Environment is very friendly which is very helpful for my personal growth through projects and presentations.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Sneha Jaiswal]
        

                
            Sneha Jaiswal            12:00 24 Jun 22

            
                
                Had a really great experience. Got to learn alot of exciting things. Will recommend anyone who is interested to do their course to do it from Softpro. Got to learn so many interesting and new things from Ma'am. Nice experience.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Siddhi Salam]
        

                
            Siddhi Salam            11:58 24 Jun 22

            
                
                I had an amazing experience learning in Softpro DMTI....The teaching method is really great and very easy to understand..... Completely recommend this academy to people who are looking for a good digital marketing institute.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Sakshi Chavan]
        

                
            Sakshi Chavan            08:25 23 Apr 22

            
                
                I would like to share that, I have completed Advance Digital Marketing Diploma course from DMTI Softpro - Thane branch. I enjoyed learning here because the teaching faculty is nice, kind, supportive & most importantly doubt solver which helped me alot in learning. It was a great experience throughout my course, Thank you! DMTI. And I assure you that this course will make you expert in Digital Marketing.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Rishika Boddu]
        

                
            Rishika Boddu            12:25 29 Jul 22

            
                
                I completed my advanced digital marketing diploma course at DMTI Softpro. All the modules were taught very well and the faculty is very helpful. I loved every lecture of this course. I would totally recommend it.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Harshal Mohanty]
        

                
            Harshal Mohanty            07:39 23 Apr 22

            
                
                I have successfully completed ADMD course from DMTI Softpro Thane Branch, The teaching faculty is very talented and supportive.
They teach you everything from scratch and I bet you This is the best Digital Marketing Institute to learn Digital Marketing.
            

        

    

        
                
                        [image: Vedanti Nadkar]
        

                
            Vedanti Nadkar            10:46 11 Nov 22

            
                
                I recently completed my digital marketing course at DMTI softpro had a great experience in this institute
This has been one of the best learning experience I've ever had. The class was pretty interactive and the instructor thought us concepts and cleared doubts in a precise way.
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                I completed my digital marketing training recently had an amazing experience. The faculty here are really helping they clear all the doubts and do conduct activities relating to digital marketing. Had an excellent learning experience here.😊
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                I just completed my Advance Diploma in digital marketing. It was wonderful learning with dmti soft pro. The instructor was incredibly knowledgeable and articulate. I am very impressed.
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                Completed my advance digital marketing course at dmti. It was a nice Teacher and Student journey. I was fully satisfied with my Ma'ams teaching skills. She supported a lot and explained the topics very clearly.
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                My time at DMTI Soft Pro Matunga Branch was incredibly enriching. The sessions were highly engaging and covered topics in great detail, providing us with comprehensive knowledge. I wholeheartedly recommend this coaching program to anyone interested in pursuing a career in digital marketing, as it offers an excellent foundation for success.
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                I recently completed my digital marketing course at DMTI softpro had a great experience in this institute
This has been one of the best learning experience I've ever had. This has been one of the most amazing opportunity for growth I've at any point had. The class was really intuitive and the educator thought us ideas and cleared questions in an exact manner.
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                DMTI softpro is great teacher. Good experience of classroom training in digital marketing. Provides hands-on practice and experience in live campaign management. Great faculty with excellent knowledge in the field
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                My experience in this institute has been really wonderful. I truly enjoyed the faculty and the overall experience. Very helpful peers. I did diploma in graphic designing here, and every software was taught in a well-defined manner. Doubts were solved quite easily. Especially the faculty had been super helpful in my entire journey. For VFX, graphics, video editing, DMTI should be your go-to place. Wonderful experience and all credits to the entire team of DMTI.
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                I have completed my digital marketing course here and the teaching staff was very helpful and made learning fun and easy. They provide a friendly environment to learn motivating me to do better. Great place to learn
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                I had an excellent digital marketing experience with knowledgeable faculty who provided valuable insights and hands-on training. Their expertise greatly enhanced my skills and prepared me for future opportunities in the field.
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                I recently completed my 4 months course of digital marketing from Softpro DMTI i learned SEO, Google ads SMM, Google analytics, with certification.
It was great learning experience.
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                I have just completed my Digital Marketing course in DMTI Softpro at Dadar/Matunga branch.The faculty members at DMTI Softpro were truly exceptional. Their expertise and real-world experience in the field of digital marketing were evident throughout the course.
Outstanding learning experience. I am grateful for the knowledge and skills I gained during my time with you, and I am confident that it will have a positive impact on my career in the digital marketing industry.
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                My experience throughout this 4 months of digital marketing certification course was very good. Online and offline both lectures were very interesting. All the queries were solved properly in the class. Overall it was amazing experience.
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                I recently completed a digital marketing course, and it was an incredibly valuable experience. The course provided a comprehensive overview of digital marketing strategies, tools, and platforms. The instructors were knowledgeable and engaging, making complex concepts easy to understand. Hands-on projects allowed me to apply what I learned in real-world scenarios. Overall, it was a worthwhile investment in my career, and I feel more confident in my digital marketing skills now.
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                I wanted to learn digital marketing in order to take my business online and while searching for the best option I came to know about DMTI softpro, I came all the way from Raipur just to enroll here and I must accept that my decision was worth every penny. I have learnt everything in depth. Our faculty Sandeep sir made sure to teach us every small thing and clear all our queries with patience. So anyone looking for the digital marketing course must enroll here without a second thought. I had a very wonderful experience and would highly recommend.
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                Great place to learn digital marketing. They have a very flexible timing for batches and also the staff is very helpful. They cleared al our doubts. Thank you sir for being our mentor. It was an awesome experience.
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                I recently completed the digital marketing course at DMTI, and I'm incredibly impressed. The instructors are experts in the field, delivering clear and engaging lessons with real-world examples. The hands-on approach allowed me to apply theoretical knowledge effectively. The well-paced curriculum covers everything, staying current with industry trends. The supportive staff and excellent job assistance further enhance the overall experience. Thanks to DMTI, I gained practical skills. I highly recommend DMTI for anyone looking to excel in digital marketing!
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                I had recently completed the Digital Marketing Course from DMTI SOFTPRO to promote my real estate business online.
I had researched a lot of institutes offering online and offline courses and decided to join this digital marketing course since they have been in this digital marketing Training industry since 2009.
The training was very professional,  and we worked on lot of projects and assignments to polish our skills.
They even helped me to create a digital marketing strategy to promote my business.
I recommend business owners like me or anyone  who want to pursue digital marketing to join DMTI SOFTPRO.
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                I thoroughly enjoyed the digital marketing class. The content was well-structured, covering key aspects like SEO, social media, and analytics. The instructor was knowledgeable and engaging, making complex concepts easy to grasp. Overall, a highly recommended course for anyone looking to excel in digital marketing.
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                Best place to learn Digital Marketing, My overall experience was amazing. The faculty is very good, Thanks you soo much DMTI Softpro.
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9324347326 / 9820936176 



	
		
				 Address: PEARL PLAZA , 7th Floor, Office No.704, Just OUTSIDE ANDHERI WEST STATION - NEXT TO new MCDONALD. ONLY 1 Min.Walk from Andheri (W) Station, Mumbai- 400058.
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				 Address: B/2,Vimal Udyog Bhavan, 1st Flr, Opp. STARCITY Cinema, Near Mahalaxmi Society, 5 Min Walk from Matunga (West) Station, 10 Min from Dadar West Station (Come from the Dadar Phool Market towards Ruparel College), Mumbai- 400016.
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